Work Gloves

Glove Type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Leather</th>
<th>Performance</th>
<th>Dipped/Coated</th>
<th>Cotton</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abrasion Resistance</td>
<td>★★★</td>
<td>★★</td>
<td>★</td>
<td>★</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comfort</td>
<td>★</td>
<td>★★★</td>
<td>★★★★</td>
<td>★★</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grip</td>
<td>★★</td>
<td>★★</td>
<td>★★★</td>
<td>★</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durability</td>
<td>★★★★</td>
<td>★★</td>
<td>★</td>
<td>★</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tactility</td>
<td>★</td>
<td>★★★</td>
<td>★★★★</td>
<td>★★</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>$$$</td>
<td>$$$</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Good      ★
Better     ★★
Best      ★★★

Leather

JD00038
WATER-RESISTANT LEATHER DRIVER
AquaArmor® technology keeps your hands dry and extends the life of your glove
– Aqua Armor® protects grain leather palm, split leather back of hand from liquids
– Padded John Deere knuckle
– Split leather reinforcement on the thumb saddle

Sizes: LP67386 – Large
LP67384 – XLarge
LP67385 – XXLarge
MSRP: $21.99

JD0004
SPLIT COWHIDE DRIVER GLOVE
Durable, long-lasting split cowhide leather work gloves with reinforced thumb saddle
– Premium split cowhide is comfortable and durable
– Keystone thumb for flexibility
– Shirred elastic wrist for snug fit
– Reinforced tractor tread thumb saddle for durability

Sizes: LP42389 – Medium
LP42391 – Large
LP42390 – Xlarge
MSRP: $12.00

JD0008
GRAIN DEERSKIN DRIVER GLOVE
Soft, comfortable and durable premium deerskin leather driver work gloves with breathable spandex back
– Top grain deerskin leather
– Breathable spandex back for flexibility and comfort
– Shirred elastic wrist for snug fit
– Reinforced tractor tread thumb saddle for durability

Sizes: LP42398 – Large
LP42396 – XLarge
LP47142 – XXLarge
MSRP: $26.00
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JD00005
SPLIT COWHIDE PALM GLOVE
Split cowhide leather palm work gloves with reinforced thumb saddle and safety cuff for added protection
- Premium split cowhide palm
- Palm lined for extra comfort
- Rubberized safety cuff for durability
- Reinforced tractor tread thumb saddle for durability
Sizes: LP42392 – Large
      LP42393 – Xlarge
MSRP: $12.00

JD00024/Y
EVERYDAY WORK GLOVE
Comfortable synthetic leather palm work gloves
- Synthetic leather palm for durability
- Reinforced tractor tread thumb saddle for durability
- Shirred elastic wrist for snug fit
Sizes: LP42429 – Youth
       MSRP: $10.00

JD00009
COWHIDE GLOVE SPANDEX BACK
Heavy-duty, hi-dexterity grain cowhide leather work gloves with reinforced palm and breathable back
- Durable cowhide leather palm
- Reinforced leather palm for extra durability
- Breathable spandex back for flexibility and comfort
- Reinforced tractor tread thumb saddle for durability
Sizes: LP42399 – Large
       LP42400 – Xlarge
       LP47143 – XXlarge
MSRP: $22.00

JD00035
ALL PURPOSE UTILITY
Comfortable leather palm work gloves with reinforced thumb saddle
- Split cowhide leather palm for great grip and wearability
- Green spandex back of hand for breathability and comfort
- Reinforced tractor tread thumb saddle for durability
Sizes: LP67362 – Large
       LP67361 – Xlarge
       LP67363 – XXlarge
MSRP: $12.99

JD00016
COWHIDE GLOVE SPANDEX BACK
Split cowhide leather gloves with comfortable spandex back fit for a woman
- Durable split cowhide leather palm
- Breathable spandex back for flexibility and comfort
- Reinforced tractor tread thumb saddle for durability
- Shirred elastic wrist for snug fit
Sizes: LP42422 – Small/Medium
       LP42423 – Medium/Large
MSRP: $11.00
JD00011
ANTI-VIBE KNUCKLE GLOVE
Heavy-duty, anti-vibration, hi-dexterity camo work gloves with knuckle protection and padded palm
– Synthetic leather with reinforced foam padded palm
– Reinforced tractor tread thumb saddle for durability
– Heavy-duty rubber knuckle for extra protection
Sizes: LP67381 – Large
LP67379 – XLarge
LP67380 – XXLarge
MSRP: $30.00

JD000010G
MULTI-PURPOSE UTILITY GLOVE
Comfortable, hi-dexterity green all-purpose work gloves with reinforced palm for medium duty jobs
– Synthetic leather and foam padded palm
– Breathable spandex back for flexibility and comfort
– Adjustable hook and loop cuff for secure fit
Sizes: LP42411 – Small
LP42408 – Medium
LP42409 – Large
LP42407 – XLarge
LP42410 – XXLarge
MSRP: $20.00

JD00036
ALL PURPOSE UTILITY
Heavy-duty hi-dexterity camo work gloves with silicone print for grip and padded palm
– John Deere branded knuckle guard/padded palm
– Silicone on palm and fingers for grip
– Reinforced tractor tread thumb saddle for durability
– Touchscreen on index finger
Sizes: LP67381 – Large
LP67379 – XLarge
LP67380 – XXLarge
MSRP: $22.99

JD00029
ALL PURPOSE TOUCHSCREEN GLOVE
Synthetic leather palm hi-dexterity work gloves with palm patch for durability and yellow fingertips
– Breathable spandex back provides flexibility and comfort
– Reinforced thumb saddle and palm provides extra protection
– Shirred elastic wrist keeps out dirt and debris
– Touchscreen on thumb and index finger on both hands allow use of electronic devices
Sizes: LP53538 – Medium
LP53535 – Large
LP53537 – XLarge
MSRP: $15.00

JD00007
ALL PURPOSE UTILITY
Synthetic leather palm, camo work gloves with patch for grip
– Padded palm for all-day comfort
– Silicone on palm and fingers for grip
– Reinforced tractor tread thumb saddle for durability
– Touchscreen on index finger allows for use of electronic devices
Sizes: LP67383 – Small/Medium
LP67382 – Medium/Large
MSRP: $19.99

JD000026
ALL PURPOSE TOUCHSCREEN GLOVE
Synthetic leather palm with reinforced palm patch and thumb saddle
– Synthetic leather palm provides durability
– Breathable spandex back provides flexibility and comfort
– Reinforced tractor tread thumb saddle and synthetic leather palm provides durability
– Shirred elastic wrist keeps out dirt and debris
– Touchscreen on thumb and index finger on both hands allow use of electronic devices
Sizes: LP53531 – Small/Medium
LP53530 – Medium/Large
MSRP: $15.00
JD00015
ALL PURPOSE SYNTHETIC LEATHER GLOVE
Comfortable all purpose glove with a breathable spandex back that provides comfort and flexibility
– Adjustable hook and loop wrist
– Form-fitting spandex allows for optimal movement and comfort
– Synthetic leather palm provides a secure grip
Sizes: LP42420 – Medium/Large
MSRP: $20.00

JD00018/L
NITRILE COATED GRIP GLOVE
Form-fitting, sandy nitrile green work gloves provide great grip, high abrasion, comfort and durability
– Foam nitrile coating keeps grip in wet or oily applications
– Seamless knit shell for flexibility
– Fitted elastic wrist keeps out dirt and debris
Sizes: LP42425 – Large
MSRP: $5.00

JD00034
HI-VIZ TOUCHSCREEN NITRILE GLOVE
Nitrile-coated palms for grip with a breathable hi-vis back of hand for added visibility
– Touch at thumb and index fingers of both hands allow use of electronic devices
– Nitrile coating provides excellent grip
– Hi-viz seamless knit shell provides visibility and flexibility
– Fitted elastic wrist keeps out dirt and debris
Sizes: LP53534 – Large (5-PACK)
MSRP: $10.00

WOMEN’S
JD00021/W
NITRILE COATED GRIP GLOVE
Form fitting, sandy nitrile pink work gloves provide great grip, high abrasion, comfort and durability
– Foam nitrile coating keeps grip in wet/oily applications
– Breathable seamless knit shell for flexibility
– Fitted elastic wrist keeps out dirt and debris
Sizes: LP42427 – Women’s
MSRP: $5.00
Cotton

**LIGHT-DUTY COTTON GRIP GLOVE**
Comfortable all purpose work gloves with camouflage pattern and dotted palm for grip and extended wear
- Comfortable, lightweight knit polyester/cotton fabric
- Dots on palm for grip and extended wear
- Knit wrist helps keep out dirt and debris

Sizes: LP42384 – Large
MSRP: $7.00

**LIGHT-DUTY COTTON GRIP GLOVE**
Comfortable all purpose work gloves with dotted palm for grip and extended wear
- Comfortable, lightweight knit polyester/cotton fabric
- Dots on palm for grip and extended wear
- Knit wrist helps keep out dirt and debris

Sizes: LP42386 – Youth Green
LP42388 – Youth Pink
MSRP: $5.00
Winter Gloves

Winter Leather

JD95040
DEERSKIN LEATHER DRIVER
Grain deerskin leather driver gloves with 100 gram Thinsulate™ lining
– Durable soft grain deerskin leather work gloves
– Knit wrist to help keep warmth in while keeping dirt and debris out
– 100 gram Thinsulate™ lining for added warmth
Sizes: LP47727 – Large
LP47726 – XLarge
LP47728 – XXLarge
MSRP: $35.00

JD98540/L
DEERSKIN LEATHER SKI GLOVES
Grain deerskin leather waterproof ski gloves with 150 gram Thinsulate™ lining
– Extended cuff and 150 gram Thinsulate™ lining for extra warmth
– 2 adjustable closures for a secure fit
– Palm patches provide extra grip and durability
– Waterproof lining
Sizes: LP47702 – Large
MSRP: $40.00

JD97860/L
LINED COWHIDE MITTENS
Lined cowhide waterproof mittens with 150 gram Thinsulate™ and comfortable knit wrist
– Durable split cowhide leather with a thumb saddle for added protection
– Knit wrist helps to keep cold out and heat in
– 150 gram Thinsulate™ lining for added warmth
– Waterproof lining
Sizes: LP47721 – Large
MSRP: $25.00

FEATURES
and BENEFITS

Extended Cuff
Adjustable Wrist Strap
Grain Deerskin Leather
Polyurethane Palm Patches
Reinforced Thumb Saddle
**Winter Performance**

**INTRODUCING INSULATION INNOVATION**

**SOLARCORE™**

NASA-INSPIRED INSULATION TECHNOLOGY

---

**TRADITIONAL INSULATION**

Air pockets between insulation fibers hold heat to keep you warm

---

**SOLARCORE™ INSULATION**

Air pockets inside microscopic aerogel crystals trap heat to keep you warm

---

Compression affects the ability of this insulation to retain heat

---

Compression does not affect Solarcore’s ability to retain heat – keeping you warmer

---

**Solarcore™** is the newest innovation in insulation technology. Solarcore is constructed with aerogel, a synthetic material composed of over 90% air that provides a lighter and thinner insulation with the lowest thermal conductivity of any solid. Instead of bulky down or synthetic fibers Solarcore’s aerogel technology uses self-contained, microscopic air pockets that trap air and deliver superior performance up to 270% warmer than the leading insulation.

**SOLARCORE™**

NASA-INSPIRED INSULATION TECHNOLOGY

---

**NEW**

JD90035O

WINTER UTILITY GLOVE WITH SOLARCORE™ INSULATION

High-performance winter glove with NASA-inspired SolarCore™ insulation technology

- SolarCore™ insulation technology is 270% warmer than the leading insulation
- AquaArmor® water-resistant technology keeps your hands dry and extends the life of your glove
- Durable split cowhide palm
- Waterproof lining
- Reinforced thumb saddle

Sizes: LP68208 – Large
MSRP: $25.99

---

**WOMEN’S**

JD90015

ALL PURPOSE HI-DEX GLOVES

Womens all purpose hi-dexterity waterproof gloves with 40 gram Thinsulate™ lining

- Breathable spandex back and foam padded palm
- Adjustable hook and loop cuff that makes for a secure fit
- 40 gram Thinsulate™ lining for extra warmth
- Waterproof lining

Sizes: LP47714 – Women’s Medium/Large
MSRP: $25.00

---

**JD90010G**

ALL PURPOSE HI-DEX GLOVES

All purpose hi-dexterity waterproof gloves with 40 gram Thinsulate™ lining

- Breathable spandex back and foam padded palm
- Adjustable hook and loop cuff that makes for a secure fit
- 40 gram Thinsulate™ lining for extra warmth
- Waterproof lining

Sizes: LP47697 – Large
LP47699 – XLarge
MSRP: $25.00

---

**JD96650**

HI-DEX GLOVES WITH TOUCHSCREEN

Hi-Dexterity gloves with 40 gram Thinsulate™ lining and touchscreen fingertips

- Adjustable hook and loop neoprene wrist keeps cold out and heat in
- Waterproof lining keeps water out and wicks away sweat to keep hands dry
- Touchscreen fingertips allow for ease when using touchscreen devices

Sizes: LP47718 – Large
LP47716 – XLarge
LP47717 – XXL
MSRP: $30.00

---

**JD90010G**

ALL PURPOSE HI-DEX GLOVES

All purpose hi-dexterity waterproof gloves with 40 gram Thinsulate™ lining

- Breathable spandex back and foam padded palm
- Adjustable hook and loop cuff that makes for a secure fit
- 40 gram Thinsulate™ lining for extra warmth
- Waterproof lining

Sizes: LP47697 – Large
LP47699 – XLarge
MSRP: $25.00
Winter Dipped/Coated

JD93058
LINED LATEX DIPPED GLOVES
Winter-lined nylon gloves with a full sandy latex dip
– Full sandy latex coating stays flexible in cold temperatures
– Brushed terry loop lining keeps hands warm
– Sandy latex coating enhances grip and repels water to keep hands dry

Sizes: LP47710 – Large
LP47708 – XLarge
MSRP: $10.00

Winter Cotton

JD90001/L
CAMO JERSEY GLOVES
Camouflage jersey gloves with fleece lining and comfortable knit wrist
– Comfortable, lightweight knit polyester/cotton fabric
– Knit wrist keeps out dirt and debris
– Fleece lining for extra warmth

Sizes: LP47694 – Large
MSRP: $10.00

JD90003/W
PINK JERSEY GLOVES
Womens pink jersey gloves with fleece lining and comfortable knit wrist
– Comfortable, lightweight knit polyester/cotton fabric
– Knit wrist keeps out dirt and debris
– Fleece lining for extra warmth

Sizes: LP47696 – One Size
MSRP: $8.00

JD61800
YELLOW HEAVY DUTY CHORE GLOVES
Yellow heavy duty chore gloves with comfortable knit wrist
– Heavyweight full chore
– Knit wrist keeps out dirt and debris
– Soft cotton lining

Sizes: LP47685 – Large
LP47684 – XLarge
MSRP: $7.00
JD44510
SAFETY YELLOW RAIN SUIT
– Yellow color adds visibility for polyester material
– 2.5 in. storm flap with hook and loop closures
– Adjustable hide-away hood seals out bad weather
– Hidden pocket under storm flap
– 14 in. leg opening with zipper closure for easy on and off
– Elastic waistband
– Pass-through pockets with hook and loop closures
Sizes:  LP67400 – Large
       LP67398 – XLarge
       LP67399 – XXlarge
MSRP: $39.99

JD44520
LIGHTWEIGHT RAIN SUIT
– Soft, lightweight polyester/polyurethane material
– 2.5 in. storm flap with hook and loop closures
– Adjustable hide-away hood seals out bad weather
– Hidden pocket under storm flap
– 14 in. leg opening with zipper closure for easy on and off
– Elastic waistband
– Pass-through pockets with hook and loop closures
Sizes:  LP67366 – Large
       LP67364 – XLarge
       LP67365 – XXlarge
MSRP: $59.99
JD44530
HI-VIZ ANSI CLASS 3 RAIN SUIT
Jacket
– Comfortable, medium-weight polyoxford/polyurethane material
– 2 in. 3M™ Scotchlite™ reflective tape
– Mesh lining provides better breathability and added comfort
– Adjustable hide-away hood seals out bad weather

Rain Bibs
– Comfortable, medium-weight polyoxford/polyurethane material
– 12 in. leg opening with zipper closure for easy on and off
– Adjustable suspenders with buckles for a perfect fit
– Mesh pockets with zipper closure

Sizes: LP67389 – Large
LP67387 – XLarge
LP67388 – XXlarge
MSRP: $79.99

JD44540J
PREMIUM BLACK STRETCH RAIN JACKET
– Comfortable, stretchable polyurethane/polyester material
– Full mesh lining provides better breathability and added comfort
– Mesh pockets with zipper closure
– 2.5 in. storm flap with hook and loop closures
– Adjustable hide-away hood seals out bad weather

Sizes: LP67371 – Large
LP67369 – XLarge
LP67370 – XXlarge
MSRP: $59.99

JD44540P
PREMIUM BLACK STRETCH RAIN PANTS
– Comfortable, stretchable polyurethane/polyester material
– 12 in. leg opening with zipper closure for easy on and off
– Elastic waistband with drawstrings
– Mesh pockets with zipper closure

Sizes: LP67376 – Large
LP67374 – XLarge
LP67375 – XXlarge
MSRP: $39.99

JD44540B
PREMIUM BLACK STRETCH RAIN BIBS
– Comfortable, stretchable polyurethane/polyester material
– Adjustable elastic suspenders have buckles and silicone tread pattern for a perfect fit
– 12 in. leg opening with zipper closure for easy on and off
– Chest pocket with waterproof zipper to protect your valuables
– Mesh pockets with zipper closure

Sizes: LP67394 – Large
LP67392 – XLarge
LP67393 – XXlarge
MSRP: $49.99
Hard Hats

JDHH61WHRYB
CAP STYLE HARD HAT WHITE
– Flex-Gear® Ratchet suspension
– Ratchet adjusts between hat sizes 6 1/2” – 8”
– Replaceable cotton brow pad is pillowed for maximum comfort
– One of the lightest helmets of its class
Sizes: LP67803 – Large
MSRP: $19.99

JDHH61WHRGB
CAP STYLE HARD HAT WHITE
– Flex-Gear® Ratchet suspension
– Ratchet adjusts between hat sizes 6 1/2” – 8”
– Replaceable cotton brow pad is pillowed for maximum comfort
– One of the lightest helmets of its class
Sizes: LP67413 – Large
MSRP: $19.99

JDHH61YLRYB
CAP STYLE HARD HAT YELLOW
– Flex-Gear® Ratchet suspension
– Ratchet adjusts between hat sizes 6 1/2” – 8”
– Replaceable cotton brow pad is pillowed for maximum comfort
– One of the lightest helmets of its class
Sizes: LP67412 – Large
MSRP: $19.99
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